The Star-Spangled Banner  
   Joel Fierberg conducting

_Eroica Variations_  
   Richard Babcock conducting

The Legend of Lonesome Lake  
   Eastwood Lane  
   arr. by Marvin Smith

Legend  
   James Barnes

On An American Hymn Tune  
   Thomas Kahelin conducting

Flight of Valor  
   Joel Fierberg conducting

Intermission

Swashbucklers  
   Richard Babcock conducting  
   arr. by Roy Phillippe

Salute to Bob Hope  
   arr. by Warren Barker

Armed Forces Salute  
   Joel Fierberg conducting  
   arr. by Bob Lowden

Heroic Reflections  
   Thomas Kahelin conducting

The Liberty Bell  
   Joel Fierberg conducting  
   John Philip Sousa  
   arr. by Brion/Schissel